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Jin-Shin-Jyutsu
2011

a full color step by step guide to the simple two point touch
method of jin shin jyutsu for quick relief from many common
conditions and injuries details the 52 energy points of jin
shin jyutsu called safety energy locks sels where energy is
most likely to become blocked along the body s energy
pathways and where it is also most easily released explains
the sequence of points to hold and the appropriate finger
mudras positions to address specific ailments conditions and
injuries as well as stimulate the body s self healing
response and harmonize energy flow includes concise yet
detailed instructions and clear illustrations of the energy
points and sequences a gentle self help method for
harmonizing energy flow strengthening the immune system and
stimulating the body s self healing response jin shin jyutsu
is an ancient japanese healing art akin to an easier form of
acupressure the system centers on the 52 safety energy locks
sels of the body s energy pathways points where energy tends
to become stuck easily and thus can also be released easily
usually by holding just two energy points simultaneously in
this full color guide to jin shin jyutsu complete with
detailed step by step illustrations experienced practitioner
tina stümpfig explains how to hold the sel points in easy
sequences to address specific ailments conditions and
injuries she also details a variety of finger mudras finger
holds that can serve as shortcuts for bringing awareness to
and alleviating a number of issues such as anxiety insomnia
digestive problems and back pains the author describes the
major overarching energy flows of the body and shows how when
a pathway becomes blocked the energy ceases to flow freely
and stagnates initially the channel is only blocked locally
though in the long run a blockage creates imbalance along the
entire energy pathway and can thus affect the whole body
using jin shin jyutsu to work with the sels allows you to
quickly and easily release these energetic blockages both
acute or chronic the polarity of the energy flow in our hands
energy flowing out on the right flowing in on the left
functions like a starter cable that reestablishes broken
energy links at the same time conscious breathing allows us



to deepen our cosmic awareness and understanding of issues
connected to the sels on the inner level whether you are
facing allergies exhaustion pain or inflammation the healing
touch of jin shin jyutsu offers a simple self help tool that
can quickly alleviate and soothe symptoms kickstart the
healing process and improve overall health

Jin Shin Jyutsu
2011

drawing on her decades of expertise in jin shin jyutsu
therapy nicole ting a private psychologist shares her story
on how this ancient art of healing has transformed her
initial perception on jin shin jyutsu as an iffy modality her
early dilemma in embracing this art of healing secretly and
finally in becoming the first psychologist practising jin
shin jyutsu therapy in singapore in her first book nicole
reveals her decades of work with this timeless art a
collection of heart warming real life anecdotes on how
individuals fought their own battles of illness and mental
challenges and eventually found harmony through the art of
jin shin jyutsu therapy an enlightening sharing that will
inspire you to reconnect with your own innate power of
healing within through this powerful ancient modality

Jin Shin Healing Touch
2020-05-26

nonfiction health self help physio philosophy the physio
philosophy of jin shin jyutsu is a traditional japanese
healing art for harmonizing life energy in health is in your
hands bestselling author and authorized jin shin jyutsu
instructor waltraud riegger krause makes jin shin jyutsu
conveniently accessible as a hands on practice to anyone
interested in sharing and benefiting from its therapeutic and
salutary powers besides offering an astute yet simply and
clearly written introduction to the foundations and
complexities of jin shin jyutsu health is in your hands lays
out a wide variety of treatments for a broad range of
symptoms and conditions what makes health is in your hands



truly revolutionary and indispensable however is its
comprehensive flash card set for immediate hands on jin shin
jyutsu application which owing to its visual aids and
multicolored arrangement allows you to quickly learn the
connections between the depths energy locks and organ flows
and to choose the appropriate cards and practice the
appropriate flows for any given symptoms health is in your
hands is nothing less than a veritable jin shin jyutsu first
aid kit together with a thorough presentation of this healing
art all in one

Healing Journeys Through The Art of Jin
Shin Jyutsu
2021-04-11

learn the basic techniques of the ancient art of jin shin
jyutsu for use on animal companions to promote healing health
and harmony of body mind and spirit the book is based on mary
burmeister s jin shin jyutsu self help books 1 and 2 which
are said to contain the essence of this art of the creator
through compassionate man includes step by step directions
and color illustrations showing the adaptations needed to
easily work with different size species including dogs horses
cats birds rabbits and hamsters the pages are clear and
accessible with hands showing the location of each step flows
are adapted as needed based on the relationship of the safety
energy locks building blocks of the body in different species
as well as attitudinal and physical differences needed to be
able to work with domesticated animals

Health Is in Your Hands
2014-03-14

véronique le normand is a journalist and writer residing in
paris in 2002 in the wake of a traumatic experience of loss a
doctor introduced her to jin shin jyutsu a japanese art of
healing that teaches us how to help ourselves simply through
the use of our hands in 2017 after fifteen years of study and
practice she set off for japan to learn about the healer and



samurai jiro murai who had revived this physio philosophy at
the beginning of the twentieth century accompanied by her
friend kyoko watanabe véronique retraced the steps of the
elusive master accompanied in spirit by the presence of
seventeenth century japanese poet basho the square light of
the moon is the journal of a journey from one shore to
another and a marvelous initiation into japanese culture

JIN SHIN JYUTSU For Your Animal
Companions
2015-04-22

jin shin jyutsu is based on the concept of life energy that
circulates throughout the universe and within each individual
organism health and energy depend on the free and even
distribution of this life energy throughout your body mind
and spirit jsj offers a simple way of using your hands and
your breath to help restore emotional equilibrium to relieve
pain and to release some of the causes of both acute and
chronic conditions the suggestions in this book are in no way
limited to the critically ill they are helpful and life
enhancing and are used daily by practitioners of this art all
over the world the exercises chosen for this book are the
simpler holds and can be done under difficult circumstances
by people who know very little if anything about jin shin
jyutsu this practice is a valuable complement to conventional
healing methods as it induces relaxation and reduces the
effects of stress and it is effective

The Square Light of the Moon
2021

eliminate stress and fatigue relieve pain balance your
emotions and promote mental alertness with this traditional
healing art



A Touching Good-Bye: The Gentle Use of
Jin Shin Jyutsu at Times of Critical
Illness and Death
2008

the touch of healing offers readers the means to greater
health vitality and self understanding through the practice
of an ancient oriental healing art and practical holistic
philosophy called jin shin jystsu gentle touching similar to
acupressure is used to release tension that accumulates and
is at the root of dysfunction disease and imbalance the
authors explain the natural life force that runs through the
body and demonstrate with case studies detailed analysis and
more than 30 illustrations how to integrate this system into
one s life the key healing points and body flows known as
safety energy locks are presented with step by step
instructions on how to utilize them for healing and greater
self awareness many self help practices are also offered that
address a wide array of common ailments including headaches
digestive disorders fatigue depression and arthritis along
with prescriptive exercises for relief of emotional ailments
such as loss of confidence anxiety and depression

Practical Jin Shin Jyutsu
1997-01-01

jin shin jyutsu is the art of healing oneself it is 5 000
years old and has endured the test of time because it is
simple and it works whether it is used by a practitioner or
individually it requires very little training or instruction
jin shin jsj uses the energy that emanates from the
fingertips to facilitate energy flow and energy flow of the
body and spirit

The Touch of Healing
2013-07-03



jin shin jyutsu is an ancient hands on harmonizing art that
balances body mind and spirit this book is designed to
introduce you to this gentle healing art as it applies to
animals giving you the knowledge to share it with them this
is a picture book with color diagrams of each step of the
flows showing the adaptations needed to easily work with
different species including but not limited to dogs horses
cats birds rabbits and hamsters the book is spiral bound and
designed to make the pages clear and accessible illustrated
hand placements on different species showing the location of
each step along with discussion of what is harmonized by the
application allows you to begin right away adele leas adapted
the flows from mary burmeister s jin shin jyutsu self help
books 1 and 2 for people for more information visit
jsjforyouranimal com

It's in Your Hands; Jin Shin Jyutsu
2016-04-12

find that personalized silent point of power within all of us
which is the place where all of the paths rooted in ageless
wisdom meet this book explains the underlying rational of how
these arts are combined in a way that is personalized to the
individual while especially for jin shin jyutsu practitioners
it shows a way jin shin jyutsu self help can be used by any
individual on their own

Jin Shin Jyutsu ® for Your Animal
Companion
2004-04-06

includes body maps for both cats and dogs that clearly
illustrate the positions of the jin shin jyutsu energy points
and explains how to work with them presents step by step
illustrations and easy brief explanations for point sequences
for general health first aid and specific ailments from ear
mites and conjunctivitis to kidney infection splinters and
anxiety provides sections with dog specific and cat specific
ailments organized by area of the body and symptoms with



recommended treatment points and sequences are you looking
for a gentle way to ease your cat s coughing or lighten the
joint problems of your dog or maybe you want to relieve your
pet s stress when going to the vet and help them recover
after surgery a soft touch method for harmonizing energy flow
jin shin jyutsu is an excellent hands on healing tool to
support your animal companion s overall health and alleviate
common ailments and injuries by calmly placing your hands on
certain energy points on your pet s body you can release
energetic blockages strengthen the immune system and
stimulate their body s self healing response easy step by
step illustrations and body maps for both cats and dogs show
how to use this simple system of two point touch healing from
ear mites and conjunctivitis to kidney infection splinters
and anxiety just by holding certain points on the body of
your cat or dog you can quickly relieve a symptom or trigger
the start of a comprehensive healing process jin shin jyutsu
not only improves their health and well being but also offers
an enjoyable moment of energetic exchange between you and
your four legged friend throughout all phases of life

Foundational Flows
2020-09

balance your body mind and spirit and heal yourself with your
own hands using this clear step by step illustrated guide to
the practice of the ancient japanese healing art of jin shin
written by a trained expert with nearly three decades of
experience you might be surprised to learn that the majority
of today s most common ailments including anxiety backaches
colds and flu digestive issues immune disorders migraines and
insomnia can be alleviated naturally by restoring and
harmonizing blocked stagnant energy the art of jin shin based
on the japanese healing art of energy medicine is practiced
throughout the world while related to acupressure and massage
therapy this holistic practice uses only minimal pressure and
gentle touching with the fingers and hands to redirect or
unblock the flow of energy along the body s fifty two points
twenty six on each side of the body called safety energy
locations or sels areas where energy tends to get congested
this simple non invasive process allows your body s energy to



flow smoothly and with balance restored you will experience a
sense of wellbeing and calm the art of jin shin explains all
the basics of this healing art and provides you with the
knowledge you need to practice it on yourself with exercises
ranging from simply holding a finger for a few minutes to
spending twenty minutes to harmonize a specific circulation
pattern whether you desire a deeper understanding of the body
mind spirit connection or want to create a daily jin shin
maintenance routine the power is literally at your fingertips

Jin Shin for Cats and Dogs
2022-08-16

in der traditionellen chinesischen wie in der japanischen
medizin liegt die ursache für alle beschwerden in der
blockade der körpereigenen energieströme mit jin shin jyutsu
dem heilströmen kann man durch berührung besonderer
energiepunkte auf der haut diese ströme wieder harmonisieren
die lebensenergie kann fließen selbstheilungskräfte kommen in
gang nach einer kurzen leicht verständlichen einführung in
die technik kann man jin shin jyutsu mit hilfe dieses
praxisbuchs sofort und ohne weitere vorkenntnisse bei sich
selbst oder anderen einsetzen körperliche beschwerden und
seelische belastungen werden sofort gelindert oder ihnen
aktiv vorgebeugt

The Art of Jin Shin
2019-06-25

aprende las técnicas básicas del antiguo arte de jin shin
jyutsu para usar con compañeros animales para promover la
curación la salud y la armonía del cuerpo la mente y el
espíritu el libro está basado en los libros de mary
burmeister jin shin jyutsu autoayuda 1 y 2 que se dice que
contienen la esencia de este arte del creador a través del
hombre compasivo incluye instrucciones paso a paso e
ilustraciones en color que muestran las adaptaciones
necesarias para trabajar fácilmente con especies de
diferentes tamaños incluidos perros caballos gatos pájaros
conejos y hámsters las páginas son claras y accesibles con



manos que muestran la ubicación de cada paso los flujos se
adaptan según sea necesario en función de la relación de las
cerraduras de energía de seguridad bloques de construcción
del cuerpo en diferentes especies así como las diferencias
físicas y de actitud necesarias para poder trabajar con
animales domésticos

Jin Shin Jyutsu
2015-09-01

jin shin fee is a healing art originating in japan to
harmonize life s energy and to release energy blockages by
selectively placing hands on 26 points on the body the so
called energy locks anyone can improve his health alleviate
affliction and benefit from the healing effects complaints
are specified from a z and the precise positions are shown
this book offers self help without requiring prior knowledge
it is easy and immediately applicable

Jin Shin Jyutsu® para Tu Compañero Animal
2020-11-06

una guía del ancestral arte curativo del jin shin jyutsu que
es a la vez el diario de viaje a un mundo sorprendente y una
maravillosa iniciación a la cultura japonesa tras un duelo
que sumió en el caos su vida y a su familia la periodista y
escritora véronique le normand fue tratada por un médico que
la introdujo en el jin shin jyutsu el milenario arte de
sanación japonés que nos enseña cómo ayudarnos a nosotros
mismos mediante el uso de nuestras manos en 2017 después de
quince años de estudio y práctica la autora partió hacia
japón para seguir los pasos del esquivo maestro y samurái
jiro murai quien había redescubierto y puesto en práctica
esta filosofía a principios del siglo xx la luz cuadrada de
la luna es una amena y rigurosa introducción dirigida a todos
aquellos que buscan un nuevo método para sanar mediante el
equilibrio y armonización de las energías en este relato
íntimo y personal la autora cuenta la historia y describe la
práctica de esta disciplina con gran pericia narrativa
entrelaza conocimientos literarios históricos y



cinematográficos para así establecer vínculos entre este
antiguo arte de autocuración y los hábitos de vida japoneses
un homenaje lleno de poesía e inspiración a esta civilización
que ha hecho del concepto del equilibrio el corazón de su
sabiduría

Jin-Shin-Fee
2012

the author shares her belief in the power to heal oneself
spiritually and physically with jin shin jyutsu acupressure
and rolfing mind and body integration

La luz cuadrada de la luna
2024-03-06

for more than 30 years yoga journal has been helping readers
achieve the balance and well being they seek in their
everyday lives with every issue yoga journal strives to
inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are
healthy for their bodies and minds we are dedicated to
providing in depth thoughtful editorial on topics such as
yoga food nutrition fitness wellness travel and fashion and
beauty

Harmonizing in Love
2019

l art de se connaître et de se soigner le jin shin jyutsu est
une technique développée il y a des millénaires au japon pour
revitaliser et harmoniser le corps le mental et l esprit cet
art guérisseur rencontre aujourd hui un succès grandissant
dans le monde occidental grâce à sa simplicité et à son
efficacité cousin de l acupuncture le jin shin jyutsu se
pratique néanmoins sans aiguille et peut être appliqué
aisément sur soi même comme sur les autres les exercices sont
réalisés en posant les mains sur certains endroits du corps
par dessus les vêtements il est même possible de les
pratiquer au cours d une réunion de travail ou dans les



transports en commun sans être remarqué une description
précise des circuits énergétiques et des 26 points corporels
importants un zoom sur les 5 déséquilibres ou attitudes qui
freinent l énergie des séquences illustrées pour apprendre à
débloquer l énergie vitale des soins de premier secours pour
soulager les rhumes les maux de dos et de tête l excès de
cholestérol les troubles de la tension les allergies et
toutes sortes de maladies

The Power to Heal Myself
2009

for more than 30 years yoga journal has been helping readers
achieve the balance and well being they seek in their
everyday lives with every issue yoga journal strives to
inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are
healthy for their bodies and minds we are dedicated to
providing in depth thoughtful editorial on topics such as
yoga food nutrition fitness wellness travel and fashion and
beauty

Yoga Journal
1988-03

weaving complementary knowledge system and mindfulness to
educate a literate citizenry for sustainable and healthy
lives contains 24 chapters written by 33 authors from 9
countries the book which consists of two sections on
mindfulness in education and wellness is intended for a broad
audience of educators researchers and complementary medicine
practitioners members of the general public may find appeal
and relevance in chapters that advocate transformation in a
number of spheres including k 12 schools museums universities
counselling and everyday lifestyles innovative approaches to
education involving meditation and mindfulness produce
numerous advantages for participants in schools museums and a
variety of self help contexts of everyday life in several
striking examples critical stances address a band wagon
approach to the application of mindfulness often by for
profit companies to purportedly improve quality of education



in contexts where learning has been commodified and
ideologies such as neoliberalism have been mandated by
politicians and implemented by policy makers in different
international contexts buddhist roots of mindfulness are
critically reviewed by a number of authors chapters on
wellness focus on complementary practices including art
therapy jin shin jyutsu iridology and yoga foci in the
wellness section include sexual health prescription drug
addiction obesity diabetes cancer and a variety of common
ailments that can be addressed using complementary medicine
new theories such a polyvagal theory provide scope for people
to become aware of their bodies in different ways and
maintain wellbeing through changes in lifestyle heightened
self awareness and self help

Jin Shin Jyutsu : L'art de revitaliser et
d'harmoniser le corps, le mental et
l'esprit par le tou...
2022-02-22

improve your well being instantly with this illustrated
pocket sized encyclopedia offering quick holistic treatments
to 80 different common ailments including allergies high
blood pressure depression back pain and more the hectic pace
of our busy lives often leads to common aches and pains that
can prevent us from living to the fullest but it doesn t have
to be that way following the expert methods outlined in the
art of jin shin healing at your fingertips teaches you easy
to implement steps to help alleviate pain the art of jin shin
is the ancient japanese healing practice of gentle touching
with the fingers and hands to redirect or unblock the flow of
energy by strategically placing your fingertips on different
parts of the body you can restore and harmonize blocked
stagnant energy that causes the majority of common symptoms
from anxiety digestive issues migraines insomnia and more
featuring illustrations of 80 different holds you ll be able
to relieve your aches and pains instantly whether you re at
work at home or on the go



Jin-shin-jyutsu
2006

in original jin shin mieke berger describes how the all
encompassing energy brings our bodies into existence if this
energy moves freely through our body we find ourselves in
good health if this free flow of energy is inhibited physical
ailments appear mieke berger shows how to restore the free
flow of energy yourself with jin shin mieke berger is a
practitioner with over 40 years experience in nature cure and
spiritual healing she gained in depth knowledge and
experience in all parts of the world including india ceylon
china japan philippines and the u s a having explored most
healing methods mieke has became aware that they all have
some value jin shin however is a method or rather art that
gives measurable and consistent results it teaches you how to
reconnect to this unlimited source of energy to regain your
physical mental emotional and spiritual health jin also
awakens the search for truth which brings about acceptance
equanimity and peace of mind release reconnect and revive
when i reflect on her work and the benefits of the treatment
i am always touched by our shared spirituality accessed
through her professional techniques i recommend her rare
presence to the open minded who can benefit from transcending
this earth bound world we are united in life and work dr
susan m horsewood lee mb bs mrc gp london

Yoga Journal
1986-07

an expansive resource with 55 energy healing modalities this
newly revised edition of the encyclopedia of energy medicine
is an extensive directory for anyone wishing to study energy
healing practices with newly added modalities updated course
listings and an improved list of energy medicine associations
this comprehensive reference features dozens of healing
schools as well as licensure and certification programs in a
field that is constantly growing and evolving linnie thomas
offers resources for pursuing your education in fifty six
energy healing methods such as reflexology healing touch



lomilomi holotropic breathwork thought field therapy reiki
medical qigong melody crystal healing this much needed
sourcebook covers healing session summaries certification and
continuing education requirements endorsements and
accreditations standards of practice legalities and class
availability thomas lists each therapeutic approach course
descriptions including contact information and codes of
ethics making it easy to find the information you need to
explore these healing techniques for yourself includes a
foreword by cyndi dale internationally renowned author of the
complete book of chakra healing

Weaving Complementary Knowledge Systems
and Mindfulness to Educate a Literate
Citizenry for Sustainable and Healthy
Lives
2017-11-14

meaningful things you can do to provide comfort support and
acceptance

Healing at Your Fingertips
2021-01-05

doody s review service 4 stars nursing from the inside out
living and nursing from the highest point of your
consciousness provides holistic self care modalities that
allow the nursing professional to achieve self awareness
through individual practice and application self care
consciousness helps nurses create the balance in their lives
that support mental spiritual and physical growth through use
of these tools the nurse is able to maintain inner balance in
the busy and changing world of healthcare while
simultaneously establishing meaningful connections with
patients features include poems in chapters chapter opener
quotes self reflection tools from acupressure to tree hugging
a foundation to live balanced and healthy lives steps to
obtain and maintain self care consciousness



Jin Shin Jyutsu-Set
2013-05-28

jin shin jyutsu was ist das vor zwei jahren begab ich mich
auf den weg genau das heraus zu finden in diesem buch
begleitest du mich auf dieser reise in die japanische
heilkunst jin shin jyutsu wobei herausforderungen und
erkenntnisse sich abwechseln in praktischen kleinen
ableitungen kannst du während des lesens gleich selbst
ausprobieren wie kraftvoll und einfach diese heilkunst sein
kann

Jin Shin Original
2009

jin shin jyutsu beugt krankheiten vor hilft bei der heilung
und gibt uns die entspannung und energiebalance die wir
täglich brauchen mit diesem kurs des erfahrenen therapeuten
matthias bergmann kann jeder die kraft der heilenden hände
anwenden auch ohne vorkenntnisse das buch bietet umfassende
informationen zu den 26 sicherheitsenergieschlössern 5
elementen und 12 organströmen und beschreibt erstmals den
zusammenhang von jin shin jyutsu und i ging 100 Übungen zur
einfachen selbstanwendung werden schritt für schritt in text
und bild dargestellt ein modernes praxisbuch für mehr
gesundheit und eine tiefgreifende harmonisierung der
lebenskraft

Original Jin Shin
2013-08-07

alternative medicine am is hugely popular about 40 of the us
general population have used at least one type of alternative
treatment in the past year and in germany this figure is
around 70 the money spent on am is considerable the global
market is expected to reach nearly us 200 billion by 2025
with most of these funds coming directly out of consumers
pockets the reasons for this popularity are complex but



misinformation is certainly a prominent factor the media seem
to have an insatiable appetite for the subject and often
report uncritically on it misinformation about am on the
internet currently about 50 million websites are focused on
am is much more the rule than the exception consumers are
thus being bombarded with misinformation on am and they are
ill protected from such misinformation and therefore prone to
making wrong unwise or dangerous therapeutic decisions
endangering their health and wasting their money this book is
a reference text aimed at guiding consumers through the maze
of am the concept of the book is straightforward it has two
main parts the first short section provides essential
background on am explaining in simple terms what is and what
is not good reliable evidence and addressing other relevant
issues like for instance the placebo response informed
consent integrative medicine etc the second and main part
consists of 150 short chapters topically grouped and each
dedicated to one single alternative therapeutic or diagnostic
method in each of them seven critical points are raised these
points relate to issues that are important for consumers
decisions whether it is worth trying the method in question
restricting the discussion to just seven points means that
issues must be prioritized to those themes which are most
relevant in the context of each given modality

The Encyclopedia of Energy Medicine
2023-04-08

jin shin do was made to make magic in the many this book
presents some basics of the art in a simple form easily
employed by the layperson for qualified instruction on the
details and professional applications of jin shin do r
acupressure seek instruction from an authorized certificated
teacher who will prominently display the jin shin do symbol
for directory of authorized teachers and registered
practitioners throughout the u s canada and europe write to
the jin shin do foundation for bodymind acupressure tm p o
box 1097 felton california 95018 usa



The Touch of Healing
1997

On Angel's Eve
2003-07

Nursing from the Inside-Out
2010-01-08

Mein Weg ins Jin Shin Jyutsu
2019-09-12

Jin Shin Jyutsu - Die Kraft der heilenden
Hände
2022-07-18

Jin Shin Jyutsu Heilbehandlung bei Tieren
2015-04

Jin Shin Jyutsu für Anfänger: Wie Sie die
Kunst des Heilströmens Schritt für
Schritt erlernen und durch Handauflegen
ganzheitliche Gesundheit auf
körperlicher, seelischer und geistiger



Ebene erfahren
2023

Alternative Medicine
2019-06-29
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